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                   In Focus 
  FLUSHING CAMERA CLUB NEWS 
       In our 48th year counting. 
       Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)        
 
        “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 

Visitors always welcome. 

6th— Competition -Judge Kathy Baca                                                               

20th– Program—Alan Richard “Get the Picture” 

From the Editor’s Desk…   As you may have realized Richard 

Dedalto’s many trips out of the state have prevented him from 

attending our meetings and he has decided it would be better for the 

club to have a more available president.  The board sadly accepted 

Richard’s resignation but are happy to announce that our VP, Andy 

Silver, will continue on as president. A nominating committee will 

be querying members  to find a viable candidate for Vice President.  

If you notice the banner at the left you may realize that some of the 

same people are always there in one job or another contributing to 

the club.  An organization is most successful when “new blood” and 

old are willing to participate and share some of the responsibilities in 

running the organization.  Please consider joining our staff and be 

part of making FCC great.     “photoJoe” Crupi 

6th— Competition -Judge: John Brokos-                                                                     

9th — Field Trip: Lunar New Year celebration/parade in Flushing                                                         

20th—Ira Berger “How to Make Money With Photography” 

https://search.aol.com/aol/image;_ylt=AwrJ61ZsMz5c8L4AI1VpCWVH;_ylu=X3oDMTByMDgyYjJiBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMyBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzYw--?p=march&fr=webmail-searchbox&th=116.3&tw=166.6&imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fidealtraits.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2015%2F02%2Fmarch-201


Reminder: Our May 2019 competition has an assigned subject “Reflections”  All entries in all categories including 

make ups must meet this criteria.                       Good Luck everyone. 

FIELD TRIP –ASIAN PARADE– CHINESE LUNAR 

NEW YEAR  Feb. 9th in Flushing. featuring music and 

traditional dragon dancers. . It is a huge draw each year, 

with vibrant costumes, floats, dancing and traditional 

Chinese celebrations. Start off with a warm-up of coffee 

and doughnuts at the Greater Flushing Chamber of 

Commerce and then go over to the parade site at Union 

Street and 37th Avenue.  Our FCC members will  meet  

there around 10AM to get shots of those marchers 

warming up. The parade will begin at approximately 11am. 

Tens of thousands of Asian residents across Queens will 

celebrate the arrival of the Year of the Pig, .   

You can expect greatly ornate and colorful dragon dancers and costumes. Also be ready for 

interesting portraits and action shots of the musicians and parents are always anxious to have 

their children photographed.. This is always a club favorite. Many members often stay after 

the shoot and meet for a lunch at a local Chinese Restaurant. Some may want to proceed to 

Queens Botanical Gardens 43-50 Main Street where the festivities continue with presentations 

of Asian music and entertainment. The best part is that it is all free. 

 How we Make Images reprinted from Neptune photo (731 Franklin Ave. Garden City, NY 11530) Newsletter                                    

Long before I acquired any serious interest in photography, I was an avid bird watcher, concentrating mostly on 

song birds. I’d spend hours walking the trails in the numerous preserves on Long Island, searching for a new 

species to add to my list, or perhaps just learning something new about a particular species behavior. Like the 

infamous line in the movie Finding Nemo “just keep swimming”, I figured continuous long walks would yield the 

greatest chance of spotting something. Unfortunately this approach yielded very little. One day on a trail at the 

Welwyn Preserve in Glen Cove, I happened upon a bench where I decided to take a break and have something to 

eat. While sitting quietly I started to hear some rustling in the undergrowth. When the little bird eventually emerged, 

it was a species I’d not seen before, which turned out to be an Oven Bird. For years I chalked that sighting up to 

nothing more than luck. I always wondered though whether just slowing down a bit and taking more time to absorb 

my immediate surroundings had something to do with that sighting.                                                                                                                                                                                          

The memory of that sighting came back to me after reading a wonderful article called the Mindful Photographer on 

the Nature Photographers website, which I encourage you to read. Although it’s a rather Zen like approach to the 

mindset one has when approaching photography, I think it has some merits, especially when it comes to found 

images rather than those we have preconceptions of. Although the author mostly eschews preconceived images, 

some of the greatest photographers of our time like Ansel Adams, made preconceived images, by considering the 

scene and time of day, all the way through the development of the negative and the printing process, before he 

even tripped the shutter. Many of the most famous images have been created this way, and speaking from 

personal experience, it can be very rewarding. A less organized approach to making images is to just mosey around 

with an open mind, to absorb as much of your surroundings as possible. The operative word here is open mind. It’s 

very easy to visit a botanical garden with a macro lens with the intent on photographing some wonderful flowers. 

However if you just park yourself on a bench somewhere and allow your mind to see everything around you, you 

may find something to photograph that’s more creative than a flower. Perhaps an interesting pattern in a leaf, or a 

stone wall, or a person smelling a rose. The possibilities are almost endless if you just let your mind wander to fully 

absorb your environment. Although there’s great satisfaction in completing a preconceived image, I think the 

discovery of something new and creative to photograph in familiar surroundings can be just as rewarding, perhaps 

even more so. Whichever of these two approaches to photography you tend to embrace most often, perhaps it’s 

time to try the other. One thing’s for sure though. The next time I go for a walk in the woods, I’m going to park 

myself in one spot for a while, camera ready, and wait for that elusive Oven Bird - or something else. 
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http://naturephotographers.network/articles/the-mindful-photographer/


Our January 16th presenter was Scott Katenoff who happens to 

be a member of the Syosset Camera Club.  His topic was cell 

phone photography and apps.  Scott arrived and set up early.  His 

enthusiasm continued throughout his presentation.  Scott 

projected his cell phone screen and showed us numerous apps 

that are beneficial for taking and processing images with a cell 

phone.  When not using a phone his go to cameras are Sony and 

Fuji.  We were shown statistics indicating last year 56% of all 

images taken were taken on a cell phone.  Only 5% were taken 

with conventional cameras.  It was interesting to learn that at last 

count 300 million images a day are posted to Facebook and 100 

million to Instagram.  Scott discussed various phones and we 

were told of some that come with 3 lenses and even warm and 

cool flashes.  The technology is quickly advancing.  Among the 

various apps discussed were Snapseed for editing, Carbon for 

B&W, Edify to check metadata and many more.  He also likes 

focus to instantly blur or change backgrounds and Clear Outside 

to determine cloud cover before venturing outdoors to shoot.  

Scott will follow up by sending a detailed list of the many apps he 

likes to FCC to share with our members.  The evening was filled 

with a view of the possible future of photography. 

“You don't make a photograph just with a camera. You bring to the act of 

photography all the pictures you have seen, the books you have read, the music 

you have heard, the people you have loved.”                   ― Ansel Adams                                                                                                          
Submitted by Dennis Golin 

This month Spotlight focus on member Sheila Golden.                                                                                                     

It was about 5 years ago when a friend and I realized we wanted to go further with our photography 

and began searching the internet for camera clubs.  We came across FCC’s web site and newsletter 

and liked what we saw.  After visiting the club I found people that made me comfortable and 

realized this was an organization I wanted to be part of.  At Queensboro College I took classes in 

printing my own images in the darkroom. My original camera was a Kodak digital but soon 

upgraded to a Canon SX50 that I still use.  Over the years I have felt part of FCC.  I agreed to put on 

a travel log program of my trip to Israel that was well received.  I have served on the Hospitality 

Committee and now I serve on the membership Committee.   Architecture and landscapes are my 

favorite subjects to capture.  One of my most favorite images is that of Manhattan Henge, the 

sunset facing west in NYC.  That was a memorable experience for me and was pleased to enter it 

into competition.   For those interested in photography I would say visit FCC you will be pleased with 

the folks you meet there and the photography skills you can learn.   Sheila Golden 
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https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/12115.Ansel_Adams
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 B GROUP        CREATIVE       

IOM Tony Sicilliano  25  10  IOM Joe Crupi  13.5  5  

 Edward Xu  17.5  8   Barbara Shea  11  5  

 Bill McLernon  15  10   Tony Coppeta  10  4  

 Joe Macaluso  12.5  10   Dennis Golin  10  4  

 Frederick Mark  12.5  10   Anne Hickey  10  5  

 norman eng  10  7   Joe Macaluso  9.5  5  

 Sheila Golden  6.5  5   Tony Sicilliano  9  5  

 Sandy Nunez  5.5  2   Helen Repstad  8.5  4  

         Bill McLernon  8.5  5  

 A GROUP        Martin Fleischer  8.5  5  

 Conrad Tinney  24.5  10   Roy woelfel  8  5  

IOM Roy woelfel  20  10   Conrad Tinney  3.5  1  

 Bernie Gellman  18.5  10   Archie Reyes  3.5  2  

 Sharon Jackson  17.5  10   Lucy Pearce  2.5  1  

 Louise Destefano  14.5  8   Bernie Gellman  2.5  1  

 Richard DeDalto  12.5  6   Sharon  Jackson  2  1  

 Archie Reyes  7.5  6   Terry Chen  1.5  1  

 Matsuyarma Tsunemasa  5.5  4   Andrew Silver  1.5  1  

 Georgina Eng  4.5  4   Tom Mrwik  1.5  1  

 Uris McKay  3.5  4          

         
BLACK & 
WHITE       

 SALON        Martin Fleischer  12  5  

 Bernard Huang  24.5  10   Joe Crupi  11.5  5  

IOM Anne Hickey  24.5  10   Anne Hickey  11.5  5  

 Tony Coppeta  24  10   Ramiro Agredo  10.5  4  

 Sherre Lin  24  10  IOM Dennis Golin  9  4  

 Martin Fleischer  22  10   Tony Sicilliano  8  5  

 Ramiro Agredo  21.5  8   Joe Macaluso  7.5  5  

 Henry SzcZepanski  20  10   Bill McLernon  7.5  5  

 Lucy Pearce  20  10   Barbara Shea  7  5  

 Andrew Silver  19  8   Roy woelfel  7  5  

 Dennis Golin  18.5  8   Richard DeDalto  6  3  

 Terry Chen  16.5  8   Helen Repstad  6  5  

 Tom Mrwik  14.5  8   Conrad Tinney  5  2  

         Sharon Jackson  4  2  

         Tom Mrwik  4  3  

         Tony Coppeta  4  2  

         Andrew Silver  3.5  2  

         Bernie Gellman  2.5  2  

         Terry Chen  1.5  1  

         Frederick Mark  1  1  

Judge 

Compiled by Helen Repstad 
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B Group Tony Siciliano                 
Cloudland Road 

A Group  Roy Woelfel 
It Happens 

B&W Dennis Golin    Demure 

Salon Gp  Anne Hickey    
Venice Canal in fog Creative                   

Joe Crupi                      
Just a Trim 



                    

     Judges - Barbara Crane - Michelle Hennessy - Ira Scheinerman 

 

 CRE  Archie Reyes                     Collage 1                           21 

 CRE  bill mclernon               Dragon on Castle                    21  

 CRE  Barbara Shea                Whitestone Bridge                 21 

 CRE  Helen Repstad               bw frontier farm                    21 

 CRE  tony sicilliano             Translucent Roses                   22 

 CRE  Ramiro Agredo               BW all_aboard                       23 

 CRE  joe macaluso                Cat with  Alien                     23 

 CRE  Tony Coppeta                Check Mirror                        23 

 CRE  A Hickey                    The Grand Canal                     23 

 CRE  Roy woelfel                 Leave Shadow                       23  

 CRE  Joe Crupi                   My Lil' Hygenist                    25 

 DPA  Lucy Pearce                   He's So Fine                      22 

 DPA  Andrew Silver              Juvenile Bald Eagle 4434      22 

 DPA  Martin Fleischer          Manhattan Bridge Abstract   21 

 DPA  Helen Repstad               columbine 72                      21 

 DPA  Ramiro Agredo               domencio                            22 

 DPA  Tom Mrwik                Readying Old 69    MG_7045   22 

 DPA  Lucy Pearce                 He's So Fine                        22 

 DPA  Andrew Silver           Juvenile Bald Eagle 4434        22 

 DPA  Joe Crupi                   BW-Blue Eyed Bat                 23 

 DPA  Sherre Lin                  waiting for fish                    23 

 DPA  Terry Chen                     Farm                                23 

 DPA  Tony Coppeta                Night Owl                          24 

 DPA  Dennis Golin                bw Dird(2)                          24 

 DPB  Archie Reyes                Hairyleaves                         20 

 DPB  Edward X                    Photographer                        21 

 DPB  Georgina Eng                Andes                               21 

 DPB  S jackson                      Stickup                             21 

 DPB  Roy woelfel                 By the bridge                       21 

 DPB  Louise Destefano            Passion  

 DPB  joe macaluso                Charolette's  web              22 

 DPB  bill mclernon               BW Shadow Bridge             22 

 DPB  Richard DeDalto             C47                                 22 

 DPB  norman eng                  Rockefeller Center           23 

 DPB  A Hickey                    Venice Canal in the  Fog       23 

 DPB  Bernie Gellman              Butterfly-2                       23 

 DPB  Conrad Tinney               BW Watch                         23 

 DPB  Henry SzcZepanski           Black on White              23 

 DPB  tony sicilliano             Explosion Of Color                24 

Flower              21                                 

PFLI Scores for Flushing for January 
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CREATIVE SHUTTER SPEEDS                                                                                                      
A carefully chosen shutter speed does a lot more than 

provide a correct exposure. Used creatively, it can 

freeze the motion of a hummingbird’s wings or create 

an impressionistic rendition of a galloping horse. Fast 

shutter speeds arrest action while slower ones imply 

motion. When slow shutter speeds are combined with 

panning, photographic works of art can be created.  

Motion can be conveyed by freezing peak action 

through the use of a high shutter speed or by 

exaggerating it using a slow shutter speed. The faster 

the action, the higher the shutter speed that’s 

necessary to stop the movement. This dictates using 

higher ISO’s especially on overcast days, if shooting 

indoors, or if you use a slow lens. On the other hand, 

if the photographic goal is to pan with the subject’s 

motion or create impressionistic blurs, slow ISO’s are 

required    

Anytime a photographic subject is in motion, an artistic 

rendering can be made. In these simple shots of the 

Pacific Ocean made at Bandon Beach, the one in which 

the waves are static was easier to make but it doesn’t tell 

the story of the waves’ and clouds' motion. With my 

camera on a tripod, I made the first shot at an exposure 

of 1/15th at f18. The 1/15th of a second shutter speed 

was fast enough to freeze the waves in that I used a wide 

angle, but that’s not what I wanted to capture. I wanted to 

show their fluidity in addition to the movement of the 

clouds. Both required a much longer shutter speed. This 

meant adding neutral density in the form of a variable ND 

filter. I dialed it down a number of stops which allowed me 

to set my aperture to f25 with a corresponding shutter 

speed of 10 seconds. The little bit of extra effort netted 

me the image I envisioned                                                        

Challenge yourself to go out and create some great 

motion photographs. Use a high shutter speed to freeze 

the movement. Then use a slow shutter speed to create a 

more painterly effect. Then try panning the camera in the 

direction in which the subject moves. Try varying your 

shutter speeds while panning. Each will provide a 

different effect. It’s a fun exercise and it may net you 

some winners. Consider the Tip an early Christmas 

present! Happy Holidays to all!!!!!!                                                                    

To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my 

photo tours or safaris.                                                                             

Please visit www.russburdenphotography.com to get 

more information.  
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